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We had the privilege of speaking with an
important cultural producer and entrepreneur
from Finland. Antti J. Kallio is the personal
manager of one of the biggest living names in
the history of the 20th Century design: Eero
Aarnio, the designer of the famous Ball and
Bubble Chairs.
Antti, tell us about yourself, about your
background.
I have always been interested in a wide range
of design, architecture and music. They have
been a natural part of my family background.
My grandmother was an opera singer, and our
family has had architects and artists.
I’ve been selling vintage furniture for the first
time in 1983. I’ve made the world’s first PDA
mobile movies, I have been amateur singer
/ songwriter, my music has been used by
the Finnish film and I experienced amateur
musician. I was the Founder and Editor in
Chief in Guitar Magazine Plectra time before
the internet.
When I met Eero Aarnio, so all the pieces
settled into place. And I realized that, this is
what I want to do. I believe that my strength is
precisely that come from outside the field of
design and I have managed to combine a wide
range of people from different fields. I am just
beginning in this design business, but I believe
that great things will still happen.
What was your connection with the designer
Eero Aarnio, how did you become his agent?
It was March 2006 when we started our trip. I
was browsing through Eero Aarnio’s furniture
production and noticed a table, which shape
reminded me of a guitar body. The more I
thought about it, the better it looked. I thought
that one day I might place an order for that
kind of guitar. Soon I realised that no known
designer had ever designed such a guitar, at
least not one that was well known as far as I
could remember.
I had just had a "Bo Diddley" box shaped
guitar of my own design made by Luthier
Juha Lottonen and all the technical details and
measures were in my mind. I was comparing it

to Aarnio’s Copacabana table and thought that
this would be really something special if Aarnio
would redraw it completely and give the guitar
its final shape.
I prepared my presentation and all of a sudden
I was meeting Eero Aarnio with two guitars in
my hands, swetty, anxious and face blushing.
I had my Fender Telecaster from 1972 and
the earlier guitar designed by me and made
by Juha Lottonen. I also had a printed picture
manipulation of the idea that Era Mikkola draw
with me. Aarnio accepted the design task with
enthusiasm and within couple of weeks the
Copacabana Guitar was re-drawn in sufficient
detail that it would be ready for production.
Now, the Copa’s owners are related to, for
example Conan O’Brien and Billy F. Gibbons
from ZZ Top.
After getting to know Aarnio’s production, I
noticed that he has designed products for
dozens of factories as a Freelance Designer,
and they each have their own marketing and
sales organization. So the brand is all over the
place throughout the world.
I offered Aarnio assistance with marketing, as
well as including contract negotiations, that he
would be more time to do what he is good at,
namely to focus on the design work.
Thus we shook hands with Aarnio, I was
appointed a Personal Manager of Eero Aarnio.
Personal manager’s job is really varied and it
is almost impossible to get bored. Personal
Manager’s work is a mixture of the agent,
manager and assistant job.
I suggested that I could pile up all the
manufacturers in the same place, it would
be at least one place in the world where
consumers could find the original Aarnio
products.
Traditional trade would have been difficult to
set up, and whether it would be in Helsinki,
London, New York, Tokyo or somewhere
else. So I decided to set up the first
e-commerce, as well as showroom, where
you’ll find Aarnio latest products from most
manufacturers.

Online shop operates mainly in Finland and
in the European market. E-commerce is still
a margin, but the branding tool, it has been a
great and Aarnio manufacturers have woken
up again. Also, new manufacturers have
entered the more. For example Alessi, who
hired a 80 year old designer, as a new entrant.

steel and leather. These high-end products will
certainly see more in the future.
We have met in the Eero Aarnio’s showroom
in Helsinki, what was the strategy behind this
showroom?

For me, this has been a great experience. I’ve
been able to open the exhibition in Berlin, new
products and the launch of the online store in
Milan, to meet with Conan O ’Brien in New York
City, as well as to produce new furniture that
will stay in history.

As already told, the first time we have had
most of the Eero Aarnio manufacturers
together in DesignEeroAarnio.com online store.
And now, Showroom guests can enjoy access
to the latest Aarnio products in live. The place
is Helsinki Design District area, and thus
suitable for meetings, including with the press.

Within a few years, Eero Aarnio has taught me
a huge amount for this Design business.

Any new projects you would like to talk
about?

Today more and more often when the
customers or the press will ask something
from Eero Aarnio, then the answer is "please
ask Antti".

The Modern Historic 1900 collection represent
my selection of Finnish furniture which has
had to travel an unusual path to reach the
public. The Collection is compiled of furniture
that has so far never been in production. Now
this signature furniture will be available to the
public. The collection include select furniture
from the most distinguished greats in Finnish
arts: Akseli Gallen-Kallela, Jean Sibelius, Aulis
Blomstedt, Oiva Kallio, Kimmo Kaivanto, Timo
Sarpaneva, Kimmo Pyykkö, Yrjö Kukkapuro,
Eero Aarnio and Björn Weckström.

We have become a great couple.
Eero Aarnio had a less good phase during the
eighties, then on the nineties ADELTA started
to produce again some of the íconic designs
of Aarnio and also some brand new products
- and this brings again Eero Aarnio’s design
to the highlighted area of design. Later Aarnio
starts to produce new designs for other
brands - please tell us a little about this new
phase of Mr. Aarnio’s career.
In 2002, Aarnio, introduced a new product,
Double Bubble lamp. Aarnio have an idea of
combining the two new issues. The rotation
molded plastic that allows free closed shapes
as well as save energy pulps which are not
heated. Now Aarnio Kubo brightlight lamp and
Flamingo lamp has been awarded by Red Dot
award and the Good Design awards. Melaja
Ltd from Finland is now making about 20
new primary product by rotation method. The
same method has also been used by new icon,
Puppy abstract dog from the Italian company
Magis. Aarnio’s playful production involves
Puppies, Dinos, Ponys, Pingy etc. quite a zoo.
In addition to the playful design Aarnio has
recently also made the design of stainless
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I presented to the public a collection of Modern
Historic 1900 in Helsinki in December 2011.
The exhibition went to Paris in 2012, and we
opened a gallery in Helsinki in 2013. Our aim
is to travel around the world with a collection
and search for suitable partners (like Casa
International) for exhibitions. The next show
could be, for example in New York, Beijing,
Berlin or Lisbon...

just made a new contract a talented designer
Maria Kivijärvi. Maria has been awarded for her
design. The Red Dot Award for Magisso Cake
Server and the Good Design Award for Magisso
Serving set. And her career is just beginning.
Tell us about your future projects.

Are you also agent of other designers or
artists?
I represent a number of Finnish masters and
their family. They all have different needs
and it is what makes this work interesting.
Eero Aarnio, we have the largest package to
manage for.
Where possible, we try very selectively also
helps new artists. The threshold is high, but we

As our company name suggested, Design and
Art Finland holds the promise of a big time. We
will open the actual ultimate e-commerce. We
have focused on the real hi-end design and art
from Finnish Masters. The online shop will be
opened in late 2013 at www.modern.fi. If you
are a 20th century design lover, you will fall in
love with this. I expect a lot from this project.
And in addition, Eero Aarnio takes care that I
do not have time to get bored ...

